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Top News! 

PLAYOFFS ARE HERE! Get your tickets before they sell out! 

Fan Cam! 

 
“Will we get one of those banners?” 
 

By Popular Demand – Playoff Predictions by Carnac the Magnificent! 
 

Division Prediction 

19+ Elite Ninja is on a mission!  They will win, and avenge their humiliating defeat in last 

season’s tourney (bounced in Round 1 as the top seed)!  This will complete their 

perfect season! 

19+ A REMEMBER THE TITANS!  They cruise to the championship. 

30+ A HAVOC WINS!  They are tough and gathering steam each week after their 

opening game loss! 

30+ A/B Hurricanes will storm to the championship, as long as their studs make it to the 

games! 

30+ B Boom and Zephyrs in the Big Game!  After that, it’s who shows up!  We pick 

Zephyrs! 

30+ C Who can bet against the Cyclones?!  They are at the top of their game, and playing 

with lots of strategy each week! 

40+ A HoundDogs and Pounders in the Finals!  And as in 30+ B, it is who shows up!  

We pick the Pounders in a match down to the wire! 



Legend of the Week! – Cameron Dantley (Ninja) 

Cameron poured in 38 points to keep his Ninja undefeated – and is one of the main reasons they 

are that way!  He proved to be unstoppable and relentless near the basket!  “We were devastated 

after our early exit from the tourney last season, so we opened our purses and got Cameron to 

come on board…so far, so good!” explained player/coach Aaron Mundrake. 

   

 

 

 



Game of the Week! – Havoc over DamageControl! 

For supremacy and the #1 seed in the 30+ A division, HAVOC took it to DamageControl for the 

victory!  Will they ride this to the championship? 

 

 

 

“Mine!” Flyin! “Double-team the big guy!” 

 

Other Action! 

 
 

 

 



Check out our high scorers of the week!  
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